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Relativistic description of nuclear systems in the Hartree-Fock approximation
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The structure of infinite nuclear matter and finite nuclei is studied in the framework of the rela-
tivistic Hartree-Fock approximation. Particular attention is paid to the contribution of isovector
rnesons (m, p). A satisfactory description of binding energies and densities can be obtained for light
as well as heavy nuclei. The spin-orbit splittings are well reproduced. Connections with nonrela-
tivistic formulations are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now generally recognized that the nucleon-nucleon
interaction is mediated by the exchange of mesons, iso-
scalar as well as isovector, and this has been repeatedly
tested, directly or indirectly, in the past. The understand-
ing of nuclear structure at the microscopic level, there-
fore, has to be achieved in the same language, i.e., with
the same degrees of freedom. From a nonrelativistic point
of view, which is the one that has received most attention,
this program leads to the study of infinite nuclear matter
from different approaches, one being the Bethe-Brueckner
theory of many body systems. ' The microscopic descrip-
tion of finite nuclei, however, is far from being so com-
plete, in the sense that effective interactions depending on
the baryonic density have to be constructed in order to ac-
count for ground state properties. These interactions are
either semiphenomenological and incorporate what is
known about the G matrix in infinite matter, or entirely
phenomenological ~ A typical example is the well known
Skyrme interaction and its various modifications. This
program has reached a very high degree of accuracy and
is essential in the development of nuclear structure studies
in the last decade.

On the other hand, the description of nucleon and
meson degrees of freedom has to rely ultimately on a rela-
tivistic quantum field formulation in order to include the
full structure of nuclear medium (to describe, for instance,
its spin structure). ln this scheme new mechanisms arise
naturally and are associated with negative energy solu-
tions of the Dirac equation for the fermion field. Such
mechanisms are already well known in intermediate ener-

gy physics and give rise to large meson exchange current
contributions for isovector electromagnetic transitions, for
instance. It is then interesting to examine whether these
mechanisms play an important role in nuclear structure at
normal density. For a qualitative estimate of these rela-
tivistic effects, together with genuine kinematical correc-
tions, we remark that the mean value of the nucleon velo-
city in the medium is not at all negligible and can be as
large as 0.4 times the velocity of light.

This ambitious program has been initiated more than

ten years ago in the context of the mean field approxima-
tion. The structure of the vacuum (polarization of the
Dirac sea) has then been studied in that framework. Sub-
sequent developments were restricted to the tree approxi-
mation (vacuum fluctuations are not taken into account)
and concern the structure of finite nuclei in the same
mean field approximation, i.e., the Hartree approxima-
tion, or the description of nuclear matter in either the
Hartree-Fock' " (HF) or Brueckner-Hartree-Fock'
(BHF) approximation. Derivation of the HF equations in
finite nuclei has been performed but restricted to the
study of hypernuclei. ' In addition to the linear coupling
of the meson fields to the nucleon field (which gives rise
to the NN potential in free space), one can also incorpo-
rate, in that formulation of nuclear structure, nonlinear
couplings of meson fields and, in particular, of the scalar
field [according to a chiral symmetric extension of the
(o, co) model]. This has been studied in nuclear matter' '
and further extended to finite nuclei. ' Such studies de-
pend on the strength of these new couplings and these
have to be treated as new parameters in order to get
reasonable results. All these developments are discussed
in detail in a recent review article. ' In the case of atomic
physics, the relativistic HF problem has been extensively
studied by several authors (see, for instance, Ref. 18).

In this work we present a consistent description of in-
finite nuclear matter and finite nuclei in the framework of
the Hartree-Fock approximation to the complete relativis-
tic quantum field approach. In this scheme the isovector
mesons can play an important role, and in particular, the
lightest ones (pion and rho mesons), as has already been
found in the context of nonrelativistic formulations. Of
course, for these mesons the dominant contributions come
from exchange terms and one cannot limit oneself just to
the Hartree approximation. We shall investigate these ex-
change corrections, which must be part of any more com-
plete theory. We discuss throughout this paper the pecu-
liarity of the relativistic approach and try to make some
connection with standard HF calculations, especially
those based on the Skyrme effective interaction. We de-
tail in Sec. II the basic features of the model Hamiltonian.
The structure of infinite nuclear matter is studied in Sec.
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III and the ground state properties of closed shell nuclei
are discussed in Sec. IV. General conclusions are drawn
in the last section.

II. THE NUCLEAR HAMILTONIAN

A. The model Lagrangian

with

Fpv =~~@ ~pCOv ~

Gpv= a~@ a~v r

H„.=a~„—a„~. .

(3)

Here, M, m, m, m, and mz are the rest masses of
the nucleon and mesons. The field operators are denoted
by 1( for the nucleon and by o, to&, m, and pz for the
meson fields, while A„ is the electromagnetic field. All
fields are function of x =(x, t). The Bjorken-Drell con-
ventions' are used throughout this paper. Note that p&
and m are vectors in isospin space. The interaction La-
grangian density is given by

~t = g.4~0 g.—Wy, ~W+—2~ P~„P ~"0

According to the one boson exchange (OBE) description
of the NN interaction, we start from an effective La-
grangian density constructed from the degrees of freedom
associated with two isoscalar mesons (cr and co) and two
isovector ones (rr and p) with the following quantum num-
bers (J T).

cr(0+, 0), co(1,0), m(0, 1), p(1, 1) .

The o. meson is introduced to simulate, in the HF ap-
proximation, the correlated two-pion exchange potential
in a relative S state. The Lagrangian density is written as

~=~o+~t .

The free Lagrangian density Wo is given by

~o g(iy„a——~ ~)q+ ,
' (a„~a~—~ m2~'—)

2 1 pv ]+ —,m„co„co"—4 F„„F"+ , m pp„p"—

,' G„.G"—+—,' (a„~ a"~—m~~) —,' H„.H"——

B. Equations of motion

In order to construct the Hamilton operator in nucleon
space, starting with the effective Lagrangian (1), we re-
quire that the action be stationary for variations of any
physical field P:

E2

5 f dt I d x W(x, t)=0. (8)

This leads to the canonical field equations:

aw a„aw
ay a[a~4]

=0.

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations for the
meson field operators can then be obtained. For instance,
the o. and co fields are solutions of

~ we= — py5y„a ~ rq .p„ f
m„

Both couplings lead to the one-pion exchange potential in
the nonrelativistic limit for on-shell nucleons if their cor-
responding coupling constants satisfy the equivalence re-
lation

f.
2M m„

In the HF approximation, however, one has to use the
form which incorporates, at that order, the dominant
physical process. It is well known from general argu-
ments (chiral symmetry) and from the construction of the
NN potential (with pair suppression mechanism) that the
pseudovector coupling has to be used to get reasonable re-
sults in the one-pion exchange approximation. We then
choose the pv coupling in this work.

The construction of the effective Lagrangian is dictated
by low-energy phenomenology, and, in particular, by the
construction of the NN potential. In this spirit, tensor
couplings for vector mesons have to be taken into ac-
count, in principle. For the ~ meson, the tensor coupling
is small and will not be considered in the numerical part
of this work. Furthermore, the presence of tensor cou-
plings implies that the model Lagrangian is no longer re-
normalizable and all physical observables should be calcu-
lated at the tree level. We shall adopt this point of view
in the following developments.

g,4y~—rW+ 2~ 0~,.a p".~0

—et/iyl, ,
' (1+F3)A g+ W—~~~,

where v. and ~3 are the usual isospin Pauli matrices. The
quantities g; (i= cr, to, vr, p) are the effective meson-nucleon
coupling constants, while f and fq are the isoscalar- and
isovector-tensor coupling constants, and e =4m.a.

The vrNN interaction Lagrangian W ~~ can be written
into two possible forms. One can use either the pseudo-
scalar (ps) coupling,

~nNN tgn. f) 5~ r0 ~

or the pseudovector (pv) one,

( +m )cr= —g gP,
2a Fv& ™co~vgcuAvf

(10)

The first equation is an inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon
equation, while the second one is a Proca equation with
source terms. However, if the nucleon current satisfies
the continuity equation

the Proca equation reduces to a Klein-Gordon equation:

( +m' )~„=g qyA .

Solving the equation for the o. meson field, one then ob-
tains
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o.(x) = —g f d'y D (x —y)P(y)g(y), (13)

where D (x —y) is the retarded Green function of the
Klein-Gordon equation. Similar expressions are deduced
for the other mesons. On the other hand, if the Euler-
Lagrange equation is written for the baryon field P, one
gets a Dirac equation with source terms. This equation
cannot, however, be solved exactly and one has to treat it
in an appropriate approximation scheme, namely the HF
approximation.

C. An approximate Hamiltonian
for Hartree-Fock calculations

The Hamilton operator is formally obtained through
the general Legendre transformation

ay, ( x, t)H(t)= f d'x g ~;(x, t) —W(x, t)
at

m, p, N

(14)

where the I; will be discussed later.
In order to obtain the Hartree-Fock equations, one pos-

sibility is to use the Dyson equation for the baryon propa-
gator. " It is possible to arrive at the same result by defin-
ing an approximate effective Hamiltonian in the following
way. We look for approximate field operators 1(jp(x) satis-
fying a Dirac equation with a self-energy X to be deter-
mined self-consistently:

( i y"8„+M+X—)gp(x) =0 . (16)

By replacing the exact P(x) in Eq. (15) by the approxi-

where

aw"' "' =
a[ay, pat]

is the conjugate momentum of the field operator P;(x, t).
This leads to the general exact form for the Hamiltonian
in nucleon space:

H= f g(x)( iy V—+M)$(x)d x

f q(x)q(x )r, (1,2)q(x )q(x)d xd x,
l =CT, Ct7,

P, vl

(15)

~ I

1(p(x)= g[f (x)e b +g (x)e d ] .
(17)

Here, f (x) and g (x) are complete sets of Dirac spinors,
b and b represent annihilation and creation operators
for nucleons in a state a, while d and d are the corre-
sponding operators for antinucleons. In this work we
study exchange corrections to the mean field approach
and therefore we keep the same level of approximation,
i.e., the d and d terms are omitted in Eq. (17). Thus, the
neglected terms will correspond to the self-consistent neg-
ative energy states.

The approximate Hamiltonian Ho can now be ex-
pressed in second quantized form in terms of the fermion
operators b and b . Following Eq. (15), it takes, in the
momentum representation, the form

Hp ——T+gV;,

where

mate gp(x), we obtain an effective Hamiltonian Hp. The
expectation value of Hp in the Hartree-Fock state (Slater
determinant) gives an energy Ep. When we minimize Ep
with respect to X, we shall obtain equations for X which
will be seen to be identical to those obtained by the Dyson
equation method. "

The two-body interactions mediated by the exchange of
mesons are clearly not instantaneous. In this work, which
deals with the HF description of nuclear ground states, we
shall make the simplifying assumption of neglecting the
time dependence of the meson fields, i.e., neglecting the
time component of the four-momentum carried by the
meson. This assumption has no consequence on the direct
(Hartree) terms, while for the exchange (Fock) terms it
amounts to neglecting retardation effects. The energy
transfers involved are small compared to the masses of the
exchanged mesons, so that this approximation should be
valid for the 0.-, cu-, and p-induced interactions, and also,
to a lesser extent, for the pion.

The approximate nucleon field operators gp(x) and
gp(x) are then expanded on the set of creation and annihi-
lation operators defined by the stationary solutions of Eq.
(16), still to be determined:

~ I

Pp(x) = g [f (x)e b +g (x)e d ],

T= g u(p, ,a, )(y p+M)u(p2, ap)b~ b~
Pl P2

(19)

V, = g g (is sopin)u(p& +q, a'&)u(pq —q, aq)I;(1,2) z z u(p2, aq)u(p, ,a,)b,b, b~ b~
Pi»zq ~& ~2 l

(20)

In these equations, u(p, a) is a positive-energy spinor
corresponding to a state with four-momentum p =(pp, p),
and spin and isospin quantum numbers denoted by a.
The isospin factor is 1 for isoscalar mesons and ~~.~z for

isovector ones. The index a will be omitted in the follow-
ing in order to shorten the notation. The various opera-
tors I;(1,2) are listed below:
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r.(1,2) = —g.',
I „(1,2) =g y„(1)y"(2),

r."'(1,2) =g'.ys(1)ys(2),
2

I ~"(1,2) =— (qys»(hays)2, (21)

I (1,2) =g y„(1)y"(2), FICx. 1. Baryon self-energy in the Hartree approximation.
The summation is restricted to the Fermi sea.

I p(1,2)= q o." (1)q"o.„q(2),

I (1,2)=i [y„(2)a""(1)q o""(2—)q y„(1)] .fpgr.

D. Nonrelativistic reductions

u(p, s)= X, ,
1

CT P
2M

(22)

It is instructive to derive the nonrelativistic expansion
of the vertex functions deduced from the interaction La-
grangian (4) for the different mesons. The nucleon spinor
is taken to be the free Dirac spinor in the limit p &&M:

cally in Fig. 1). of the order of —400 and + 350 MeV in
the equation of motion for the nucleon, for typical values
of the o-N and co-N coupling constants. These large self-
energies motivate the relativistic calculations of nuclear
structure. The ~ and p vertex factors are of order 1/M
and can be already considered as relativistic corrections.
In the limit of small momentum transfers, the ~- and p-
exchange contributions are expected to be small. The
momentum dependence of all these vertex factors is im-
portant in the sense that it will give additional contribu-
tions to the electromagnetic current (meson exchange
currents) in order to keep the current conserved.

where 7 is the two-component spin wave function, and
isospin indices have been omitted. For the o. meson and
the time component of the co meson, for instance, we ob-
tain

(2E )'i ( N(pf )
I
Wl

I
N(p;))

cr

E. Pion and rho exchange potentials

The NN potential deduced from the vertex factors (23b)
and (23c) is usually decomposed into a central part and a
tensor part. In the case of the m-exchange potential, for
instance, one has

2

(Pf+Pi) . Pf &&Pi+to- y
8M 4M

whereas for the m. and p mesons we have

(23a)
V (q)= 1

z [(3cr, .qcrz q cr& o2q—).
m~ m +q

+~1 ~2q 2

E ~ mN(pf )
I ~I

I
N(p .

) ) =ig Xf
t o"(Pf —P; )

2M

(23b)

=—V (q)+ V'„(q) . (25)

o &&(Pf Pi)—
+2Eq(pN(pf )

I

M~I
I N(p; ) =ig&XfE X;,

2M

(23c)

where e is the polarization of the p meson.
The o. and cu vertex functions are of zeroth order in a

1/M expansion and are consequently dominant. The
third term in Eq. (23a) gives rise to the spin-orbit poten-
tial in finite nuclei. The NN potential associated with
these mesons would be, to lowest order,

The tensor part (tensor of rank 2 in the momentum
transfer) gives no contribution to the binding energy in the
HF approximation. The central part can be rewritten as

m'
V'( )= (26)

m„ m~+q
0') CT2'7)'7 p 1—

V'„(r)=
3

' 2 —m r—m f 4~ e
, 5(r)—

12~ m m 3 m„r

If we Fourier-transform this expression, we get a repulsive
contact interaction and an attractive Yukawa potential:

QP

V (r&, rz) =+
4~

(24)

and, according to the overall sign for the o. and cu contri-
butions, the spin-orbit contributions coming from these
mesons add constructively. In infinite nuclear matter,
these contributions to the NN potential will introduce sca-
lar and timelike vector self-energies (represented schemati-

(27)

and a similar expression for the central potential coming
from the p exchange (with a strength 2 times larger). In a
realistic many-body calculation, such 5(r) contributions
would be suppressed by short-range correlations due to
the repulsion of the NN potential at short distances (co ex-
change). The resulting contribution (Yukawa term) is
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consequently attractive.
By analogy with what is done in nonrelativistic calcula-

tions, and following the above procedure, one way to
simulate the effect of short-range correlations on both ~
and p contributions is to remove such spurious 6 com-
ponents from the potential part of the nuclear Hamiltoni-
an. This is done by subtracting the zero-rank tensor part
of the NN potential coming from m (pv coupling) and p
(tensor coupling) exchanges given by

5[1„(1,2)]= f dA I (1,2),
4~q

(28)

III. NUCLEAR MATTER
A. Hartree-Fock equations

where I,I F are given in Eq. (21).
It is expected that a more complete treatment of o. and

co contributions which includes correlations will only
modify the values of their coupling constants. To have
the same self-energies in a correlated or uncorrelated cal-
culation, one needs smaller coupling constants in the latter
case. This is the basis for adjusting the isoscalar coupling
constants in our approach.

a, u

N

(~)
FIG. 2. Diagrarnrnatic representation of the (aj Hartree and

(b) Fock contributions to the total binding energy.

The Dirac equation may then be solved formally. The
positive energy so'ution is

We consider now the baryon self-energy X produced by
the meson exchanges. Because of time-reversal and rota-
tional invariance, it can be written quite gene~~lly as

u (p,s)=
1/2E*+M*

2E
1

O P
+S (34)

& (p)=&s (p)+')&00(p)+r p&v(p) (29)

[y.p*+M*]u (p, s ) = y+*u (p, s ),
where the starred quantities are defined by

p*(p}=p+p~ v(p)

M*(p) =M+&,(p},
&*(p)=E(p)—&o(p) .

(30)

(31)

Here, M* is the usual scalar effective mass of the baryon,
whereas E is the single particle energy in nuclear rnatter.
Note that

(32)

It will be useful to introduce the quantities

p MP —= :—cos7}(p) M—: =sing(p} .
EQ E* (33)

where p is the unit vector along p. Here, we have omitted
the tensor piece yoy pXz. (p), which does not appear in the
HF approximation for nuclear matter. The different
components of X, the scalar, time component and space
component of the vector, are functions of p=(E(p), p}.
The spinors in the infinite medium are solutions of the
following Dirac equation:

We have omitted here, for simplicity, the isospin vari-
ables. The solution (34) is normalized as

u (p, s)u(p, s)=1 . (3&)

1S

In symmetric (N =Z) nuclear matter, the HF trial state

I 0o& =/ &'(P»
I

0&
p, s

(36)

.=—„&y.~~.
~ y.&=—&2.&+«& .

1
(37)

The kinetic energy ( T & and the potential energy ( V &

[decomposed into the direct and exchange parts, ( V~ &

and ( VE &, shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively] de-

pend on the still unknown functions M and P, i.e., on
g(p), and on the Fermi momentum pF. Their detailed ex-
pressions are given in Appendix A. The HF equations are
then obtained by requiring that the energy per particle
e/p~, where p& is the baryonic density, be stationary with
respect to variations of pz and g. We thus obtain, in the
notations of Appendix A:

where
~
0& is the physical vacuum. Using the Hamiltoni-

an derived in Eq. (18), we can calculate the energy density
in a given volume 0:

So
pFP(pF ) +MM(pF )—

2
8 egg

psM(pF )+
m~

2
1 1

p&+ (4'�) pF

X f p'dp'[A(pF, p')+B(pF,p')M(pF)M(p')+. C(pF)p')P(pF)P(p')+D(pF&p')P(pF)M(p')] —sip' ——0,
(38a)
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—pM(p) +MP (p)—
2

p,&(p)+, —f p'&p'
I &(p,p')&(p)~(p') C—(p,p')M(p)&(p')

(4m. )' p

+ —,
' [D(p',p)&(p)&(p') —D(p,p')M(p)M(p')] I =0 .

(38b)

These equations form the basis of our study of nuclear
matter. They are solved numerically to yield g(p) and the
saturation Fermi momentum pq. The self-energy X(p)
can then be computed as indicated in Appendix A.

B. Determination of the parameters

The Lagrangian of the system is entirely determined
once the four meson masses and six coupling constants
are given. On the other hand, the two basic properties of
nuclear matter we have to reproduce are the nuclear bind-
ing energy per particle and its saturation density. In order
to reduce the number of parameters, we fix the meson
masses to their physical values, m =783 MeV, m&

——770
MeV, and m =138 MeV, while the bare nucleon mass is
taken as M =938.9 MeV. The mass of the o. meson,
however, is not fixed since it corresponds to a representa-
tion of the two m.-exchange contribution. It should lie be-
tween 400 and 600 MeV, according to the construction of
the NN potential.

For the coupling constants, we fix the ~-N and p-N
coupling constants to their well-known physical values,
namely f /4vr=0. 08 and gq/4m=0. 55. The tensor p-N
coupling constant is related to the ratio fq/gq. When the
vector dominance model is assumed, its value is identified
to the isovector anomalous magnetic moment (in Bohr
magnetons) of the nucleon, that if fq /gq —I~„

=pz —p„—1=3.7. However, it has been shown long ago
that a larger value is needed to understand ~¹cattering
data, namely fq/gq ——6.6. Since the HF approximation
tends to overestimate the short-range contributions (the
total energy is calculated with uncorrelated wave func-
tions), we expect that the use of the smaller value of fq in
the HF approximation will somehow simulate a more
realistic calculation made with the larger value of it. On
the other hand, the tensor ~-N coupling constant is relat-
ed to the isoscalar anomalous magnetic moment of the
nucleon, f /g =a, =pq+p„—1=—0. 12. This value is
quite small, and therefore we shall neglect it in the present
numerical calculations. Note, however, that this term is
of great importance when the present scheme is extended
to hypernuclei since at one vertex the meson-nucleon cou-
pling constants have to be replaced by the meson-hyperon
ones. Since the ratio f /g for a hyperon is quite large, it
cannot be neglected. This term is indeed essential to get
the right value for the observed spin-orbit splitting in hy-
pernuclei.

Therefore, there are only three adjustable parameters in
our scheme, the cr- and co-nucleon coupling constants and
the o-meson mass. For all the results we shall present,
these are chosen to reproduce the empirical saturation
point of nuclear matter, E/A =e/pz —M = —15.75 MeV
and pF ——1.30 fm '

(p =0.1484 fm '). The cr-meson
mass is adjusted to get the right charge rms radius for ' 0

and is taken to be m =440 MeV (see Sec. IV for more
details). Finally, in order to be consistent with our
description in terms of a local Lagrangian density, no
form factors have been used at the meson-nucleon vertices
(no divergences occur in the HF approximation). In the
limit of large cutoff masses for m.- and p-exchange poten-
tials (larger than 1300 MeV for vr and 1500 MeV for p
contributions), this should be a reasonable approximation.
For o.- and co-exchange contributions, all finite size effects
are expected to be included in the fitted coupling con-
stants. The 5(r) part of the m- and p-induced interactions
has been removed from the Hamiltonian used throughout
this work (see Ref. 21 for results which include these con-
tributions).

C. Numerical results and discussion

Some of the nuclear matter results presented here are
already known, ' '" but we show them again for a com-
parison with complete calculations including all four
mesons. The parameters of the model are given in Table I
for different cases of interest in the Hartree or Hartree-
Fock approximation. If the model is restricted first to the
isoscalar mesons only [rows (a) and (b)], the coupling con-
stants have to be renormalized by 15—20% when going
from the Hartree to the HF approximation. Indeed,
without this renormalization one would get too little bind-
ing in the HF approximation, as one can see in Fig. 3.
Furthermore, the net contribution of ~ and p exchange is
obvious on this figure (dashed-dotted line) when the iso-
scalar meson coupling constants are kept fixed. One gains
in that case about 20 MeV per nucleon of attraction.

Since the pv ~-N coupling constant is much weaker
than the scalar and vector couplings, g and g have to
be only slightly renormalized to get the saturation point of
nuclear matter when the pion exchange contribution is
taken into account, as can be seen from row (c) of Table I.

(a) (o.+co)~
(b) (~+~)»
(c) (0.+co+m)HF
(d) (o. +co+vr+p)HF

]c=6.6

(e) (o.+co+n+p)HF
K=3.7

6.25
5.54
5.35
2.27

4.16

15.16
12.24
12.42
10.00

TABLE I. Isoscalar scalar (o.) and vector (co) meson coupling
constants determined by adjusting the saturation point of infin-
ite nuclear matter, for Hartree (H) and Hartree-Fock (HF) ap-
proximations. The isovector meson coupling constants are ex-
plained in the text. Rows (d) and (e) correspond to fq/gq ——6.6
and 3.7, respectively. All results correspond to m =440 MeV.

g /4m
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0.6 0.8

0 -t0
Qp

a

-20

-25

FIG. 3. Binding energies per particle in infinite nuclear
matter. The short-dashed curve corresponds to the Hartree ap-
proximation with parameter set (a) of Table I. The solid curve
is calculated with the parameter set (e) (HF approximation with
all rnesons included). The long-dashed curve corresponds to the
HF approximation with the parameters of row (a) and o., cu

mesons only. The dashed-dotted curve is calculated in the HF
approximation with all mesons included and parameter set (a) ~

The p-meson contribution is divided into three different
parts: a vector part proportional to g&, a tensor part pro-
portional to fz, and a cross vector-tensor part proportion-
al to f gz. The net effect of the p meson with a tensor
coupling given by fzlg =3.7 is attractive and of the or-
der of 19 MeV/nucleon in nuclear matter. This leads to
the new values of g and g shown in row (e) of Table I.

In Table II are shown the kinetic energy
T = ( T ) Ipz —M, and the direct and exchange potential
energies for each meson. They have been obtained with
the parameter sets of Table I.

It is remarkable that T is always smaller than
T =

, 0 (p—F/M), the nonrelativistic kinetic energy. It
can easily be shown in the Hartree approximation that, to
first order in a low density expansion,

2

(39)TR TNR
M m

At saturation density, T is about 21 MeV for pI; ——1.30
fm ', while the values of T shown in Table II range
from —,

' of —,
' of T . This small value of T" helps to get

the correct binding energy in finite nuclei without requir-
ing very deep single particle energies (see Sec. IV).

As for the potential energies, it is well known [see, e.g. ,

Eq. (A3) of Appendix A] that in the (cr, co) Hartree ap-
proximation the potential energy results from a balance
between two large numbers, namely a strong attractive
contribution from o. exchange and a strong repulsive part
from co exchange. In the (o,co) HF approximation, the o.

and co net contributions become, respectively, much less
attractive and repulsive. Furthermore, when other mesons
are taken into account, the attraction is shared between
the o. meson and the isovector ~ and p mesons, while the
repulsion due to the co meson is reduced by roughly one-
third. The cancellations between various mesons are
therefore less extreme in the HF approximation than in
the Hartree one. Nevertheless, the different potential en-
ergies are still large. In the HF case the total contribution
of isoscalar mesons to the binding energy is surprisingly
small (0.5 MeV, see Table II). This (almost exact) cancel-
lation even persists in finite nuclei. This does not mean
obviously that o. and co rnesons play no role in the satura-
tion mechanism. Indeed, self-consistency effects are im-

portant, for a correct calculation of o. and cu contribu-
tions.

1. Kinetic and potential energies

Here we examine how the total energy per particle is di-
vided into kinetic energy and potential energies due to the
various mesons. In the nonrelativistic case the kinetic en-

ergy operator is defined as the part of the Hamiltonian
which remains in the limit of vanishing interactions. We
take the same definition in the relativistic case [see Eqs.
(18)—(20)]. In both cases the rest mass is subtracted out.

2. Bulk properties

In Table III is shown the compression modulus K cor-
responding to the various cases of Table I. One sees that
in the (o., co) model the Fock terms increase K by roughly
10%%uo, but the addition of the pion brings it to its initial
value. The effect of the p meson is to lower K by about
20%. This is mainly attributed to the tensor part of the
p-nucleon coupling. A larger value of f [row (d)] leads

TABLE II. Kinetic and potential energies per particle for the parameter sets of Table I. All quanti-
ties are in MeV.

TR ( Vg) ) /PE ( VE) /PE

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
{e)

8.1

5.2
7.1

13.1
9.2

—201
—176
—171
—75

—135

177
143
145
117
131

35
34
15
26

—23
—24
—21
—22

—6.7
—6.5
—6.6

—58
—19
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TABLE III. Compression modulus E, symmetry energy a4,
effective mass M*/M at pF ——pF, and mean velocity (u/c ) cal-
culated with the parameter sets of Table I.

sets the scale of the intermediate range attraction and thus
influences properties like the rms radii.

K (MeV) a4 (MeV) M*/M (u lc ) 3. Baryon self en-ergies and energy spectrum

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

540
615
545
355
465

19.5
29.5
29.5
28
28

0.54
0.51
0.51
0.63
0.56

0.35
0.30
0.33
0.42
0.37

where N and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons,
respectively. Then, the contribution to the symmetry en-

ergy coefficient coming from isoscalar mesons is equal to
their potential energy in symmetric matter. For isovector
mesons, the contribution to the energy is proportional to

( ga qb l
Tl 1r2

l gb cia i 1V + 4AZ +Z
&a qb

2

to a smaller value of K. In any case, the compression
modulus is larger than the currently accepted value
(%=210 MeV). This could result in important implica-
tions for the study of finite nuclei. However, it is rather
satisfactory that the most complete calculation including
isoscalar and isovector mesons gives the smaller value of
K. Furthermore, it is expected that going beyond the HF
approximation (taking into account correlations for in-
stance) will also reduce the compression modulus.

Also given in Table III is the bulk symmetry energy
coefficient a4. The contribution from the Fock terms can
easily be evaluated in the following approximation. The
isoscalar contributions are proportional to

2

N2 Z2
A'

1
N —Z+ = +

Xs(p)= —(325+100e ~ /
) MeV,

Xo(p) = (265+ 80e ~ ) MeV,
(40)

with m=783 MeV. On the contrary, the component Xz
has a stronger momentum dependence, as can be seen
from Fig. 4. The value of Xz comes almost entirely from

400

200-

We come now to the discussion of the different com-
ponents of the baryon self-energy X. In the Hartree ap-
proximation, the scalar component Xz is entirely given by
the scalar o. meson, the time component X0 of the vector
part comes from the vector co meson, while the space
component Xz is identically zero. This is not the case in
the HF approximation, where both rr and co (time and
space parts) mesons contribute to the three components.
In addition, the three self-energies receive contributions
from ~ and p isovector mesons. The self-energies calcu-
lated at saturation density are shown in Table IV.

The functions X& and X0 depend very little on momen-
tum, as shown in Fig. 4, where the calculations have been
performed with the parameter set (e) of Table I (note that
these functions are momentum independent in the Hartree
approximation). They can be approximated by the follow-
ing parametrization:

3A
2

1 N —Z
3

so that the contribution to a4 coming from isovector
mesons is equal to one-third of the corresponding poten-
tial energy with an opposite sign. The contributions from
kinetic and direct potential energies are evaluated numeri-
cally. Fock terms are essential in getting the right order
of magnitude for a4, which is empirically about 33 MeV.
There is, therefore, no need to use a large value of the
isovector-vector coupling constant gz, as is usually done
in Hartree calculations of finite nuclei.

All the results we have discussed are based on a fixed
value of the scalar mass, m =440 MeV. It is known [see
Eqs. (38)] that, in the Hartree approximation, the results
depend only on the ratios (g /m ) and (g /m ), but it
is not strictly so in the HF approximation. However, as
noticed already in Ref. 11, a reasonable variation in m
entails only very small changes in the ratio (g /m ) .
Note that the ratio (g /m ) is also slightly changed due
to the effect of self-consistency. Consequently, once
(g /m ) is fixed, varying m has only little influence on
the bulk properties of nuclear matter. On the other hand,
finite nuclei are more affected by the value of m since it

-200

—400

Pi PF

FIG. 4. Components of the baryon self-energy in MeV. The
dashed and solid curves correspond, respectively, to the Hartree
approximation [row (a) of Table I] and the HF approximation
[row (e)]. The dashed-dotted lines correspond to the HF ap-
proximation with o. and co mesons only. The vector component
X& has been multiplied for convenience by a factor 5M/p.
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Direct

Exchange

Total (e)

Hartree (a)

—288
(o.)

24
—105

—5
—40

—414

—431

261
(co )

26
56

—5
—1

337

354

—1

—1

—6
11

the contributions of ~ and p mesons, with opposite signs,
the cross vector-tensor term giving the largest contribu-
tion. Isoscalar o and co mesons give at most (near the sa-
turation point) —1 MeV each. It is remarkable that X~ is
very small as compared to Xz and XQ. Actually, we can
see from the definition (31) that the effective momentum
p* in nuclear matter is very close to the free momentum
p, the difference at saturation density being of the order
of 5%. However, some caution is necessary when com-
paring the value of the self-energy X~ from different au-
thors, since there are different ways to carry a Lorentz
decomposition of the baryon self-energy X. Our choice
was to start with the expression (29) satisfying the Dirac
equation (30). But, as shown in Ref. 22, the quantity Xv
can also be eliminated in the Dirac equation in nuclear
matter, resulting in new, energy dependent self-energies
Xz and XQ. We note that our values for the latter are
within 10% of those given in Refs. 12 and 13, where a

TABLE IV. Components of the baryon self-energy X (in
MeV) calculated at saturation density, with parameter set (e) of
Table I. The values obtained in the Hartree approximation with
parameter set (a) are also shown .

Xp

different approach is used. In these references one starts
with a relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock treatment of
nuclear matter based on a OBEP (one-boson exchange po-
tential) which fits NN-phase shifts. While the self-
energies are similar in both approaches, our effective cou-
pling constants are different, especially for the cu meson
(see discussion in Sec. II E).

The single particle energy spectrum is given by the
dispersion relation (32). The values of E(p) are represent-
ed in Fig. 5 for different cases of interest. Since the
models are adjusted to the saturation point of nuclear
matter, all curves must reach the same point at p =pF,
where the energy is equal to the Fermi energy
EF ——M —15.75 MeV. First, one notes that at p=0 the
nucleons are less bound in the HF approximation than in
the Hartree one when the calculations are restricted to iso-
scalar mesons only. They are, however, slightly more
bound when isovector mesons are taken into account. For
small values of the momentum, the net effect of the latter
is of the order of 2 MeV for parameter set (e) [12 MeV for
set (d)]. One also sees that the slopes of the different
curves near the Fermi surface are different, i.e., the densi-

ty of states is different, depending on which mesons are
included in the HF approximation. The density of states
is largest in the case where all mesons are included.

D. Nucleon effective mass

The scalar self-energy X~ modifies the baryon mass in
matter from its bare value M to an effective value M*(p)
as shown in Eq. (31). This scalar effective mass deter-
mines the ratio of the upper to the lower component of
the baryon spinor. The calculated values of M*(p =pF)
are shown in Table III. They are roughly half the free
baryon mass, although the inclusion of isovector mesons
(especially the tensor part of the p meson) tends to in-
crease them by 10—20%.

In nonrelativistic theories, one introduces an effective
mass MzR obeying the relation

92Q

MNR V»=s'
dExR

dp
(41)

9QQ

86O—

Q.s

where ENR is the nonrelativistic energy of the particle.
For a free particle, MNR is equal to M, as it should, and
in the general case it is proportional to the density of sin-
gle particle states. Usual HF or BHF calculations give
MNR(pF)=0. 7M. This is an overly low value compared
to phenomenology, the well known reason being the
neglect in these models of dynamical effects leading to an
explicit energy dependence of the nuclear potential. Of
course, the present HF calculations suffer the same defect.
Nevertheless, it is possible to compare the density of states
predicted by a relativistic and a nonrelativistic HF model ~

To this end, it is convenient to use the relativistic generali-
zation of (41) proposed in Ref. 11:

' —2 1/2

FIG. 5. Single-particle energy spectrum in nuclear matter.
The dashed curve corresponds to the Hartree approximation
[row (a) of Table I]. The other curves are calculated in the HF
approximation: solid, (e); dashed-dotted, (b).

M(p) =p dE
Gp

(42)

where E is the total relativistic energy of the particle. For
a free particle one again has M=M, and in the general
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case the density of states is proportional to [M (p)
+p ]'~ . It is easily seen that the relation between M and
M* is ps

1 g~—M=—
2 P7l ~

2
1 gu

P

2 2
ps

pa

[1—b(b, +2p*)/M* ]'
1+(Xp+b, )/p

(43) + f p dp(pP+MM) M—. (46)
m-2 pg

where

~~V ~~S ~~0A=p' +M' +E'
Jp 8p 8p

In the Hartree approximation, both Xv and 6 are iden-
tically zero; M and M' are the same and they do not de-
pend on momentum. In the HF approximation, however,
they will differ. For instance, when all mesons are includ-
ed [parameter set (e)], M(pF) is approximately 10% small-
er than M "(pF) To m. ake the connection with the non-
relativistic definition of the effective mass clearer, we re-
call that in the case of the Skyrme interaction the effec-
tive mass comes from the momentum dependent part of
the energy functional. In nuclear matter its contribution
to the binding energy is approximately equal to 7(p/po) ~

MeV for the Skyrme III interaction. In the relativistic ap-
proach the momentum dependence comes first from
kinematical corrections due to the small component of the
nucleon spinor, and second from the further modification
of this component due to dynamical effects. The first
type of correction also gives a p density dependence.
This establishes the connection between the Skyrme HF
approach and the present one.

E. Saturation mechanism

(p, )= . . .[ '(p, )+ (p)y(
~ p~

[I+~'(p) l'" I

XU'( —p, —s')] . (47)

For p/M* « 1, a(p) is given approximately by

p(M —M*)
2MM*

(48)

which is at most of the order of 0.10 at pF ——pF.
The first approximation consists of neglecting a(p) in

Eq. (47) and replacing M* by M in the energy functional

(42), i.e., one approximates P and M by

For large values of pz (i.e., large densities) the effective
mass goes to zero as 1/pF while the scalar density P, goes
to a finite value, contrary to the baryonic density p&,
which increases as pF. The saturation curve is dominated
at large pF by m exchange, while at low density the kinetic
term is dominating. It is the delicate balance between the
attractive o.- and repulsive co-meson contribution which
gives the nuclear binding at pF ——pF.

It is interesting to examine how different approxima-
tions affect the saturation mechanism. The Dirac spinor
of the dressed nucleon can be exactly decomposed' ' on
the basis of free particle and antiparticle Dirac spinors,
u (p,s) and U (p,s). One gets

The saturation mechanism in such a relativistic scheme
can be understood by looking at different approximations
of the complete, self-consistent model. Let us first esti-
mate the average velocity of the nucleons in the medium.
The nucleon velocity is defined as the derivative of the
single particle energy with respect to the momentum. In
the Hartree approximation, for instance, the average velo-
city is just

(
U 2 /~F p 3 pF

2 J 0 ( 2+M+2)1/2 2 Me
l (44)

psPl ~

while the binding energy per particle is

(45)

the last equality being obtained in a low density expan-
sion. The exact numerical values given in Table III are
larger than in nonrelativistic models, where (U/c ) =0.25.
Such numbers indicate that one can expect corrections at
least of the order of a few MeV ( ——,

'
(U /c )Xo) at normal

nuclear density.
In order to get simple analytical expressions, we shall

discuss here the (o,co) model in the Hartree approxima-
tion. In this case, the self-consistency condition (38b) be-
comes

2

-25

p~(frn' j
2

I

I

l3
I la

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
l
I
I

I
I

I

I
l

/

/
/

FIG. 6. Different approximations to the binding energy per
particle in infinite nuclear matter for parameter set (e). The
solid line corresponds to the complete, self-consistent calcula-
tion. The dashed line corresponds to the replacement of the
Dirac spinors in the medium by the free ones. The dashed-
dotted curve is the result of a nonrelativistic expansion (p &&M)
of the binding energy.
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a
N

a
N

where X1/2(q, ) is an isospinor, and

3' (r)= g (1, —,
' p, s, Ij, m, )Yi"'(r)X, /2(s, ) .

)"a a

The spinors f are normalized according to

a r a I Ga 7 +Fa p d7

(51)

In the I a I representation, the kinetic and interaction
parts of the Hamiltonian (18), in the static approximation,
are

FIG. 7. First order contribution to the nucleon wave function
in a relativistic expansion in a(p) [see Eq. (47)].

T = g b bp f d r f (r)( ir V—+M)f&(r),
ap

V, = —,
' g b b&brbs(isospin)

ap

(53)P=, M=
( 2+M2)1/2 '

( 2+M2)1/2 (49)
X f d r, d r2f (r, )f~(r2)[1;(1,2)v(m;;1, 2)]

In this case the saturation energy curve is given by the
dashed line in Fig. 6. The correction is of the order of 8
MeV at the saturation point pF ——pF. This indicates that
the contribution of the free negative energy component in
the dressed Dirac spinor is repulsive and quite large.

In first order perturbation theory, corrections to the nu-
cleon wave function coming from the negative energy
solution of the free Dirac equation are rendered pictorially
in Fig. 7. This gives rise explicitly to the modification of
the lower component of the free nucleon spinor by a fac-
tor M/M*= 1 —Xs/M in first order. One interesting re-
sult is that the contribution of such a process to the bind-
ing energy is of the order of 5(p/po) / MeV. This type of
contribution to the effective mass could be simulated by a
generalized Skyrme interaction containing velocity-
density —dependent terms.

Finally, the strictly nonrelativistic limit, with no rela-
tivistic kinematical corrections, consisting of dropping
terms in p/M as compared to 1 in the energy functional,
or equivalently by setting P =0 and M = 1 in the potential
energy, gives no saturation at all for the particular set of
parameters we took [set (e) of Table I]. The relativistic
kinematical corrections amount to about 10 MeV repul-
sion at normal nuclear density (see Fig. 6). This means
that at least these corrections ("minimal relativity" ) are
essential to get the saturation point in the HF approxima-
tion, and for the two body interactions considered in this
work.

IV. FINITE NUCLEI

A. The Hartree-Fock equations

We now consider the case of spherical, closed-subshell
nuclei ~ In the same way as for infinite nuclear matter, the
HF energy is calculated in the tree approximation. The
nucleon field is therefore expanded as in Eq. (17) without
the d and d terms. A single-particle baryon state with
energy E is specified by the set of quantum numbers
a=(q„n„l„j„m,) =(a,m, ), where q, = —1 for a neu-
tron state and q, =+1 for a proton state. The baryon
spinor f (r) is written explicitly as

iG, (r)f (r)= — (r)X1/2(q, ), (50)
r F, r)o. r

Xfr (r2)fs(r1),

where the U's are Yukawa factors:

1 ev(m;1, 2) =
4~ ~r, —r,

~

(54)

I ~"(1,2) =—
m„

2

2

(r ~r"»(rsr 1 )28k( 1 )8 (2),

I p(1,2)= o k(1)o (2)t)"(1)t)t(2), (55)

I p (1,2)= [ o""(1)r„(2)&(1)

+r (1)o" (2)t)k(2)] .

In keeping with the approximations already used in in-
finite nuclear matter, we neglected in these expressions the
retardation effects which cause a state dependence in the
interactions. According to the discussion in Sec. IIE, we
also subtracted from the Hamiltonian the zero-range in-
teractions which are contained in I and r z. This is
done, according to the prescription (28), by adding the two
terms:

5[1 ~'u ( m; 1,2) ]
2

1

3 m~
r(1).r(2)r5(1)rs(2)5(r, —r2),

'2

5[I zu (mz' , l, 2)]=— o&'(1)o&,.(2)5(r1 —r2) .
3 2M

(56)

We now consider a nucleus with 2 nucleons. In the HF
approximation, the trial ground state is

a (occupied)
(57)

The shorthand notation for isospin is the same as in Eq.
(20). The various quantities 1;(1,2) expressed in coordi-
nate space are listed below, when they are different from
those given in Eq. (21):
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E = (Pp i
Ho

i Pp) —AM, (58)

be stationary with respect to variations of the spinors f
(i.e., of G, and F, ) such that the normalization relation
(52) is preserved. This is expressed as usual by the condi-
tion

a (occupied)

E 1 f (r)f (r)d r =0, (59)

The HF solution is obtained by requiring that the total
binding energy,

where the E are Lagrange multipliers. It will turn out
that the E are just the HF single particle energies (in-
cluding nucleon mass). The calculation of (PONCHO ~

$0)
is very lengthy and it will not be detailed here. It requires
a great deal of care, but otherwise presents no special dif-
ficulty. We have checked our general expressions in two
limiting cases where the results are relatively simple, first
by considering the He nucleus and, second, in the limit of
infinite meson masses (zero-range approximation). Once
(&0

~

Hp
i Pp) is calculated, one can perform the variations

(59) and then obtain the HF equations for the self-
consistent wave functions ( G, ,F, ) and energies E, . They
take the following form:

G, (r)

dr F,(r)

Kg —&T, (r)
7

M Eo +X—s, a (r) +Xo,a (r)

M+E, +Xs, (r) —Xo, (r) G, r

F, (1)
+ST,(r)

r

X,(r)—
Y, (r) (60)

Here, X&„Xo„and XT, are direct contributions to the
self-energy, whereas X, and Y, come from exchange
(Fock) contributions. The quantity ~, is (2j, + 1)(l, —j, ).
The direct potentials are local and state independent. The
detailed expressions for all potentials are given in Appen-
dix B.

The HF binding energy of Eq. (58) satisfies the relation
1

2

a (occupied)

(T +E ) AM, — (61)

where T is the kinetic energy of the orbital a:
T = J d r f (r)( iy V+M—)f (r. ) . (62)

B. Ground state properties

We now present results for ground state properties of
some closed shell nuclei, namely the binding energy per

The relation (61) can be used, in principle, as a check of
self-consistency. In our numerical calculations we find,
however, that approximate equality between the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (58) and (61) does not always ensure
that a self-consistent solution has been reached. Details
on the numerical procedure for solving the HF equations
(60) are given in Appendix C.

particle, rms charge radius, and the proton spin-orbit
splitting for the 1p shell in ' 0 and the 1d shell in Ca
and Ca. These results are shown in Tables V and VI.
The calculations have been done with the various parame-
ter sets of Table I. As we have already mentioned in our
discussion of nuclear matter, the properties of finite nuclei
are sensitive to the value of the scalar meson mass m
once the other meson masses are kept fixed, because m
sets the intermediate range attraction and thus influences
rms radii. Our point of view is to choose a value of m
which gives the most reasonable results for the case we
consider to be the most realistic (all mesons included, and

fqlgq ——3.7). We find that the appropriate choice isI =440 MeV. By using the same value of m for all
the parameter sets, one can see more clearly the effects of
adding more mesons or changing the p tensor-coupling
strength.

Inclusion of Fock terms in the (o,co) model slightly in-
creases the binding energy and consequently decreases the
rms radius, but has a dramatic effect on the spin-orbit
splitting, which is then too large, especially for Ca.

It is the role of the pion to lower appreciably the spin-
orbit splitting while leaving the binding energy and rms
radius at the level of the (cr, co) Hartree approximation.
This point is particularly striking when looking at Ca,

TABLE V. Bulk properties of some finite nuclei calculated with the parameter sets of Table I. The
total binding energies per particle and the proton spin-orbit splitting for the 1p shell (' 0) or 1d shell
( Ca and 'Ca) are given in MeV; the rms charge radii are in fm.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2.04
2.33
3.09

11.94
5.61

16O

3.07
2.93
2.91
2.40
2.73

~LS

4. 1

7. 1

5.5
9.5
7.3

—E/A

4.06
4.32
4.90

11.15
6.82

"Ca

3.70
3.59
3.59
3.21
3.47

~LS

5.9
8.6
7.1

8.9
8.0

4.61
5.04
5.35

11.42
7.11

48C

3.67
3.56
3.57
3.24
3.47

~LS

6.2
8.9
3.5
1.8
4. 1
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TABLE VI. Comparison between HF results obtained with parameter set (e) (HF) and experimental values (Expt. ) for finite nuclei.
The nonrelativistic center-of-mass correction is indicated by c.m. (in MeV). Symbols and units are the same as in Table V.

HF
Expt.
c.m.

—E/A

5.61
7.98
0.61

16O

2.73
2.73

~LS

7.3
6.3

—E/A

6.82
8.55
0.20

3.47
3.48

8.0
7.2

7.10
8.67
0.18

8C

3.47
3.47

4. 1

4.3

90z
—E/A

7.40
8.71
0.08

4.26
4.27

208Pb

—E/A

6.74
7.87
0.02

rc

5.47
5.50

where the role of an isovector meson, for X&Z nuclei,
can be seen. The isovector nature of the pion is crucial to
get the correct order of magnitude for the proton spin-
orbit splitting and, in particular, to reproduce its drastic
change when going from Ca to Ca, although the num-
ber of protons is the same in both nuclei.

The p meson helps to increase the binding energy. It
also plays a role in the spin-orbit splitting, especially the
tensor term, since results are quite different when we use
either small or strong tensor coupling. The ability to
describe correctly spin-orbit splittings over the whole
range of mass number is perhaps the major advantage of
the present approach over nonrelativistic HF models.

Once the scalar mass is adjusted to get the rms radius
of ' 0, all the other radii agree also with experiment
within 1% or less. The particular range of the meson-
induced interactions is certainly very important in deter-
mining the surface properties of finite nuclei.

On the whole, results are obviously better when going
from a Hartree to a Hartree-Fock description of finite nu-
clei including the four mesons. A strong p-tensor cou-
pling seems also to be preferred by our results, in the sense
that our choice fqlg~=3. 7 simulates a strong coupling
with correlated wave functions (see Sec. III8). In Table
VI the results corresponding to the most complete case
[set (e)] are compared to the experimental values. Since
center-of-mass corrections have not been considered in
our calculations, we list also binding energy corrections
taken from a nonrelativistic HF calculation as an indica-
tive estimate. Clearly, the calculated nuclei are not
enough bound, since about 1.5 MeV are missing over the
whole range of nuclei. However, the inclusion of Fock

terms gives a very reasonable 2 dependence of the binding
energy, which is not the case in the Hartree approxima-
tion. Correlation effects which are beyond the present ap-
proach could possibly further increase the calculated bind-
ing energies.

The single-particle spectra for both protons and neu-
trons are given in Table VII. They correspond to the HF
approximation with parameter set (e) of Table I. The
agreement with experiment is reasonable, although there
is some level crossing near the Fermi surface of Ca and

Ca. The spectrum for Pb is shown in Fig. 8. The
comparison with experiment indicates that the calculated
baryon effective mass is too small. In any case, the overly
small level density around the Fermi level is a common
feature of all HF calculations. In the nonrelativistic ap-
proach, many calculations have shown the large effects
due to the coupling of HF levels to collective modes of the
nucleus and the resulting increase in level density. We
can expect similar effects in the relativistic approach, but
such a study remains to be done.

The charge density is calculated from the proton densi-
ty ps ~ [Eq. (85b) of Appendix 8]

p, (r) = f d'r'p, ,(.')g (
~

r —r'
~
), (63)

where the form factor is taken as a Gaussian:

—(.~l» )

g (r) = ( roe'~) 'e

with ra =v'2/3(r~ ), „the rms charge radius of the pro-
ton being taken at its free value (r ), ,=0.8 fm.

The charge densities corresponding to case (e) of Table
I are shown in Fig. 9. The general agreement obtained in

TABLE VII. Single-particle binding energies (in MeV) for protons and neutrons calculated with parameter set (e). Some experi-
mental energies taken from the compilation of Ref. 25 are also shown.

Protons
Calc. Expt.

16O

Neutrons
Calc. Expt. Calc.

4'Ca

Protons
Expt.

Neutrons
Cale. Expt.

Protons
Calc. Expt.

"Ca
Neutrons

Calc. Expt.

1 $1y2

1P3/2

1P 1/2

1 d5y2

2$1y2
1 d3y2
1

38.8
18.3

40+8
18.4

12.1

43.0
22.3

14.9

47
21.8

15.7

48.3
32.5

27.8
16.3
7.7
8.3

50+11

34+6

15.5
10.9
8.3

56.2
40.4

35.5
23.9
15.1

15.6

21.9
18.2
15.6

55.0
39.9

38.0
23.3
14.0
19.3

55+9

35+7

20
15.8
15.3

58.3
42. 1

39.0
25. 1

16.8
19.6
9.0

16
12.4
12.4
9.9
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3p1/2
2f 5/2,
3P 3/2

-1i 13/2
-10 —2f 7/2~

-1h9/2

-20

Neutrons 208'~

3S 1/2i
2d 3/2-
1h11/2
2d S/2'

1g 7/2

1g 9/2

Protons
/

//I

/g
/

/ I,
i/i

////,'
I/I

/I /

II /
. /
/

I

I
I

I
I

I I
I I

I
I

I I
I

I
I

C. Momentum distribution in nuclei

f (k) =
3&z f d r e'"'f (r),

(2n. )
i

which can be decomposed as

(64)

iG, (k)
f (k) = 9' (k)X)gp(q, )

F, (k)cr.k
(65)

It is interesting to compare the momentum distribution
in nuclei in a nonrelativistic calculation (with Skyrme in-
teraction) and the relativistic model described in this
work. We start with the Fourier transform of the baryon
spinor f (r),

EX PT. HF EXPT. HF

FIG. 8. Calculated and experimental single-particle energies
(in MeV) in Pb. The calculations are done with parameter
sets (a) (H, Hartree approximation) and (e) (HF, Hartree-Fock
approximation).

our model is comparable to the most realistic nonrelativis-
tic calculations. The description of the nuclear surface is
rather good, in any case better than in the Hartree approx-
imation. This is probably due to the smaller value of the
incompressibility parameter in nuclear matter, and also to
a large value of the surface contribution to this parameter.

0.08—

The momentum distribution for spherical nuclei is then
written as

(66)

and is normalized to the total number of particles:

d k n(k)=A . (67)

It turns out that in the two calculations (relativistic and
nonrelativistic) the momentum distribution is practically
the same in a reasonable range of momentum (0—400
MeV) once the rms radius of the nucleus is adjusted to the
same value in both calculations. This somehow surprising
result may be another confirmation that the Skyrme ener-

gy functional incorporates most of the relativistic features
that are exhibited in our microscopic derivation and
which have already been discussed in Secs. IIID and
III E.

0.08

0.06

0.08—

0.06—

0.04—

0.02—

2 3

r(f m)
FIG. 9. Calculated (dashed lines) and experimental (Ref. 27)

(solid lines) charge distributions in ' 0, Ca, Ca, Zr, and
Pb. The shaded areas correspond to experimental uncertain-

ties.

D. Magnetic moments of odd nuclei

There has been a lot of concern about relativistic
corrections to magnetic moments of nuclei with one parti-
cle (proton) or hole on top of a closed shell, for instance,
' N and ' F, and also K and 'Sc. It appears that in
the mean field approximation corrections to the Schmidt
value of the orbital magnetic moment (Dirac moment) are
of the order of 100% for ' N (j = I ——, ) and only 15%
for ' F (j= l + —, ). These corrections are mainly attribut-
ed to the effective mass, although particular cancellations
arise for nuclei in which the active single-particle state
corresponds to j =1+—,. However, the Dirac moment is
rather sensitive to the value of the Xv self-energy which
appears, for instance, if Fock terms are included, or if
core polarization effects, due to the spatial component of
cu exchange, are taken into account. We obtain in the
present HF calculations nearly the same Dirac magnetic
moments as in the simple Hartree case, once the different
coupling constants are renormalized. It has been pointed
out that, in order to conserve the electromagnetic
current (gauge invariance), corrections to the operator it-
self should be taken into account in addition to wave
function corrections. This can be done according to the
vector Ward identity (in nuclear matter, for instance):
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1+~,
( p' —p)„A"(p,p') = — [X(p') —X(p)], (68)

TABLE VIII. Components of the binding energy per particle
for the nucleus Ca, calculated with Skyrme force SIII and pa-
rameter set (e). All quantities are in MeV.

where p and p' are the initial and final momenta of the
nucleon, and A" is the correction to the free electromag-
netic operator y". Such an equation gives no corrections
in the mean field approximation (the self-energies are in-
dependent of the momentum for an inert, closed core). In
the HF approximation, some vertex corrections are ex-
pected. More importantly, random phase approxima-
tion — (RPA-) type correlations will modify the self-
energies and may give the dominant vertex renormaliza-
tions. In nuclear matter, the importance of these long
range correlations for isoscalar transitions has been
shown. In finite nuclei such calculations have not yet
been done.

E. Connection with nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock models

E /A = —,
' g t /A + —, g e /A =t (69)

a=1 a=1

The nonrelativistic HF energy per particle is

ENR/A = —, g t /A+ —, g e /A +E„

It is already known ' that the Skyrme Hartree-Fock
Hamiltonian can be recovered from a 1/M expansion of
the relativistic equation, at least in the Hartree approxi-
mation. Again, this correspondence can be seen as anoth-
er interpretation of the Skyrme interaction.

More precisely, the HF approximation with nonrela-
tivistic effective interactions is very successful in describ-
ing nuclear binding energies and charge distributions.
This success has been achieved after it was realized that a
density dependence of the effective interaction was needed
and that such a density dependence, at least qualitatively,
stems from the properties of the 6 matrix. Since a rela-
tivistic HF description also seems to be satisfactory for
binding energies and charge densities, it is v orthwhile to
examine how the binding energy comes about in a relativ-
istic and a nonrelativistic approach.

In the relativistic case, with the Hamiltonian used in
this work, the binding energy obeys Eq. (61), which we
rewrite as

NR (SIII) R [case (e)]

E'

E„
E/3

8.2
—10.9
—5.6
—8.3

5.8
—12.6

0
—6.8

t"= g f F (r)[E +Xs(r) Xo(r)]d—r .
a=1

(71)

On the other hand, if one calculates t using the Ga as
wave functions (i.e., up to corrections of order F /G due
to normalization) and expresses the result in terms of F
by means of the Hartree-Dirac equation, one finds

t —t = — g f F~(r)[E~ —M+Xs(r) —Xo(r)] dr
a=1

(73)

is always negative.
From this result, one can see that if the two models are

to give approximately the same binding energies and den-
sities, then e has to be more negative than e" and/or E„
must give a negative contribution. As an illustration, we
compare in Table VIII the components of the binding en-
ergy per particle in the nucleus Ca for two realistic
cases. The relativistic HF model is that of parameter set
(e) of Table I, while the nonrelativistic model is calculated
with the standard SIII Skyrme interaction without
center-of-mass correction to make the comparison clear.
Although E /A is larger than E /A, both t and e
are, respectively, below t and p . If we had forced a
fit to impose E /3= —8.3 MeV in Ca, for instance, by
allowing f to be slightly larger, t and e would be even
lower.

t = g f F (r)[E +M+X'(r) —Xc(r) J dr . (72)
a=1

Thus, the quantity

a=1 a=1
V. FINAL REMARKS

= t NR+~NR+E (7O)

where t is calculated with the operator —V /2M, and
E, is the rearrangement energy per particle coming from
the density dependence of the effective interaction.

First, one can show that t is smaller than t if the
nonrelativistic wave functions are well approximated by
the upper components 6 of the relativistic ones, i.e., the
conclusions concerning the kinetic energy in nuclear
matter can be extended qualitatively to finite nuclei. To
make the argument simple, we just consider the (o,co)
mean field model, where we have only scalar and timelike
vector potentials, Xs(r) and Xo(r). The quantity t" can be
expressed in terms of the lower components F as

We have presented a consistent microscopic description
of two complementary aspects of nuclear structure, name-
ly infinite nuclear matter and ground state properties of
closed shell nuclei covering a large range of mass number.
In the framework of relativistic quantum field theory,
which incorporates very naturally the meson degrees of
freedom underlying the NN potential, we applied a rela-
tivistic HF approximation restricted to tree level contribu-
tions. We have particularly emphasized the contributions
coming from the exchange (Fock) part of the interaction
and the contributions of the isovector mesons (tr and p).

In this context, it appears that a complete information
about the validity of this relativistic microscopic descrip-
tion can only be achieved by looking at both infinite nu-
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clear matter and finite nuclei ~ In particular, all the sur-
face properties which fix to a large extent the overall
properties of finite nuclei are governed by the finite range
of the interactions. It turns out that a reasonable agree-
ment can be obtained with the experimental properties of
nuclear ground states. The spin-orbit splittings over the
whole range of mass numbers come out very naturally. In
the present HF approximation, the underlying NN poten-
tial is in qualitative agreement with the free potential, the
medium corrections being contained in the renormaliza-
tion of the isoscalar coupling constants.

The relationship with traditional nonrelativistic ap-
proaches can be achieved by looking at the low-
momentum limit of our relativistic formalism. Two dif-
ferent corrections can be exhibited: On one hand, relativ-
istic kinematical corrections are not negligible, and reflect
the fact that the mean value of the nucleon velocity in the
medium is about (0.35—0.40)c at normal nuclear density,
with the interactions derived from the free NN potential.
These kinematical corrections in infinite matter amount
to about 10 MeV of repulsion at normal nuclear density.
On the other hand, nontrivial corrections coming from
the presence of negative energy components in the relativ-
istic nucleon wave function inside the medium generate a
new density dependence in the energy functional and ac-
count for the shift of the saturation point in nuclear
matter towards smaller density, together with a repulsion
of about 8 MeV. We pointed out, however, that such con-
tributions have already been introduced, at the
phenomenological level, in the construction of effective
interactions of the Skyrme type, for instance. With such a
density dependence, it appears that the saturation of nu-
clear matter, with a relativistic NN interaction, is already
achieved in the HF approximation, contrary to most of
the nonrelativistic descriptions.

The understanding, at a microscopic level, of such an
energy functional is essential in the present development
of intermediate energy physics. In particular, the quanti-
tative description of finite nuclei is certainly an important
step in the modeling of nuclear physics in terms of nu-
cleon and meson degrees of freedom. Corrections to the
present scheme can be made in two different directions.
On one hand, nuclear correlations have certainly to be in-
corporated, in both nuclear matter and finite nuclei. This
has partly been done already in nuclear matter for short
range (Brueckner type) and also long range (RPA type)
correlations. One may include also, in that part, contribu-
tions coming from three- and many-body forces. These
can be generated either from excitations of nuclear reso-
nances (isobar, for instance) or from nonlinear couplings
of the o field, starting from a more general, chirally sym-
metric Lagrangian. Such a program has, however, not
been fully completed from a quantitative point of view for
finite nuclei.

On the other hand, one may think of extending such
models to get a closer connection with what one believes is
the underlying theory describing nucleon and meson de-
grees of freedom, namely @CD. The necessity of this
connection is obvious at high baryon density (may be 5
times normal nuclear density), where the nucleons are
largely overlapping. In that spirit, one should, however,

start from a different Lagrangian, in order to be able to
incorporate the new degrees of freedom and to take into
account the complete structure of the vacuum. This
direction is certainly a new way of looking at nuclear
physics, not in the sense of invalidating all the "tradition-
al" description of nuclear structure, but of a deeper under-
standing of the nuclear dynamics.
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APPENDIX A: ENERGY DENSITY
AND SELF-ENERGIES IN SYMMETRIC

NUCLEAR MATTER

The energy density e of Eq. (37) can be calculated using
the Hamiltonian (18) and the spinors u (p, s) of Eq. (34)
describing particle states in the nuclear medium. These
spinors are formally identical to free particle spinors
u' '(p, s), the only difference being the replacement of the
free quantities (p, E,M) by the starred ones defined in Eq.
(31). The calculation of E therefore requires only standard
trace techniques and the repeated use of the projection
operator onto positive energy states,

(Al)

For the kinetic energy contribution, one gets

( T) = J p dp(pP+MM), (A2)

where P and M are defined in Eq. (33).
The potential energy ( V) can be separated into its

direct part ( VD ) [Hartree contributions of Fig. 2(a)] and
exchange part ( V~) [Fock contributions of Fig. 2(b)]. In
symmetric X =Z nuclear matter, isovector mesons do not
contribute to the direct potential energy. We therefore
have the simple result

2
1

ps+
2 m~

2

2
pg ~ (A3)

= 2 3Pa= 2PF-
(A4)

The exchange potential energy is a sum of contributions
from all mesons. It can be expressed as

where ps and pz are, respectively, the scalar and baryonic
densities defined as

2 PF
ps ——

2 f p'dpM(p),
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fABLE IX. The functions 2;, B;, C;, and D of Eq. (A5).

pv

77 pv

2
g 0

2g 0„
6g p0p

3g 0
2

2m.0.

2
g 0

4 2 0

—12gp 0p

—3g 0
'2

—12g pPp

—6g'p
2

6 [(p'+p')P —pp'0 ]

pv-

'2
2m p0p 2M

12 ~ [(p '+p' m—p/2)gp pp—'Hp]

D =36 (pO~ —2p'P~)
2M

, f p~p p'~p' y ~;(p,p')+M(p)M(p') ya;(p, p')+p p)p p') y C;(p,p')+A p)M(p') (p,p')
(2vr )

(A5)

~here the sums over i include the various cases listed in
Table IX. The D term of Eq. (A5) corresponds to the
cross vector-tensor p-N coupling. The expressions for the
quantities A, B,C,D are given in Table IX, in terms of the
functions

m +(p+p')'
8;(p,p') =ln

m; +(p —p')

case is also listed in Table IX, although it is not used in
this work.

The self-energies (29) are obtained by differentiating
(V) with respect to u(p, s). This can easily be done by
using the relations

M(p) = —, g u(p, s)u (p,s),

p +p +m;
6);(p p') —1.

4PP'

(A6)

These expressions include the removal of the zero-range
interactions in the pseudovector-pion and tensor-p contri-
butions as discussed in Sec. II E. The pseudoscalar-pion

&(p) = —,
' g u(p, ~)y pu(p, s),

1=—, g u(p, s)you (p,s) .

We thus get

(A7)

&s(p) =—

2

2
1 1ps+, —J p'"p™(p')y & (p p')+ p(p'»(p' p)—

(4~)' p

&0(p) =

&v(p) =

Rco 1 1 ~F
Pg+ ~

— P'dp'g A;(P,p'),
(4~)' p

p'dp' P p' C; p,p' + —,M p' D p,p'
(4~)' p

(A8)

APPENDIX 8: HARTREE FOCK EQUATIONS FOR SPHERICAL NUCLEI

We give here the detailed expressions of the quantities entering the HF equations (60). The notations are
those of Sec. IV. We also introduce the notation a'=(q„n, , l,',j„m, )=(a', m, ), where

la+1 if Ja =la+ p

(Bl)
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In the following, we often need the reduced matrix elements of the tensorial operators YP(r) and

T«= g(L lm k
~ g M)YL(r)~".

mk

They are given as

(B2)

Ja
Jb L ]/2

~~Y ~~b&=
1

L
if l, +lb+2 is even,

0

0 if l, +lb+L is odd,

1/2

( —I)'i. Jb'. 4%' ()

J

0 I

1

2

jb

1
1

2

(B4)

ps ..„=, g j b[Gb(r} Fb(r)], (BSa)

where J=v'21+ l.
The radial parts of the neutron and proton scalar (5),

baryonic (B), and tensor (T) densities are

in Eq. (60) are

(B9b)

XT', (r) =[VT(r)+ Vg(r}]q, ,

&s', (r)=V (r),
Xo, (r) = V (r)+[V (r)+ Vg(r)]q + —,'(1+q, ) V, (r) .

(B9c)
ps „„p——

2 g Jb[Gb(r)+Fb(r)],
4~r b (n or p)

pT, ppp z g j b[2Gb(r)Fb(r)].
(

(Bsb)

(B5c)

The various terms evidently correspond to the contribu-
tions from cr, co, and p mesons (the latter is decomposed
into vector, tensor, and cross vector-tensor terms) and the
Coulomb potential. Their explicit expressions are

The sums over b run over occupied orbitals, and the
subscripts n, p stand for neutrons and protons, respective-
ly. The total densities are given by

PS PS,n+PS, p ~

pa pa, n+pa, p ~

PT PT, n+PT, p

(B6)

(B7)

where z& (z&) denotes the smaller (larger) of z~ and z~,
with z; ™;.We have introduced the notation

The expressions of the direct and exchange terms enter-
ing the HF equations (60) are obtained in coordinate space
by using multipole expansions of the meson propagators:

m Jry —r
e =4~m QIL(z )KL(z )YI(r&).Yz(r2),

r] —r2

Vg(r}= Vp(r),
2Mg& dr

Vyz(r) =—(2) gpfp
mp [pT p(r') pT„(r')]—

, Io(z )Ko(z&) r' dr',
dr

(Bll)

ps, p(r')
V, (r)=e f ' r'dr',

r&

V (r)= —g m ps(r')Io(z&)KO(z )r' dr', (810)
0

Vp(r)=g pmp J [psp(r') ps„(r')]ID(z&)K—o(z&)r' dr',

while V(r) is similar to V(r) with( —g, m ) and ps
replaced by (g, m„) and ps, respectively. The other con-
tributions from the p meson are

Ki(z)
1 II.+u2(z)

~z Kc+in«) (Bg) VT(r)=—
2

'mp PT pr —PT r

where I and K are the modified spherical Bessel functions
of the first and third kind.

I. Direct terms

XI~(z&)K'(z&)r' dr'

—(1——, )[pT p(r) —pT, "(r)] ~ .

The pion does not contribute to the direct terms. The
Hartree contributions Xs, Xp and XT to the self-energies

The term —,'(pTp —p7. „) in VT(r) arises from the removal
of the 5(r& —r2) part in the p-induced interaction.
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2. Exchange terms

The quantities X and Y of Eq. (60) are obtained by summing the contributions of the various mesons (we omit the ob-
vious subscript a).

(a) o meson W. e have

X' '(r)= g'—m j.'+5q „Fb(r)g ) & ai~YL~~b)
~ f [G,Gb F,—Fb]„IL(z )KL(z )dr', (812)

the sum over b running over occupied states. The expression for Y' ' is similar, with an opposite overall sign and Fb(r)
replaced by Gb(r)

(b) co meson T.he time component of the co coupling gives

g m j g5 Fb(r)X I &allYL. lib &
I f [G Gb+F Fbl IL(z )KL(z )dr', (813)

(ceo)
while Y has a similar expression with the first Fb(r) replaced by Gb(r).

From the space component we obtain

X'"'(r) = g~m—~j p /5q q, Gb(r)/&a'~ Tg I ~b) f [&a~(T/I ~~b')F, Gb —&a'~~T/I ~~b )G,Fb]„II (z )KL(z )dr',

(814a)

Y' '(r) = gm j—, +5q q Fb(r)P &b I I TaLI ~a & f, [&b ~Tyl. i
~a'&G. Fb —&b'~ITgLlla &F.Gb] 'IL(z ()KL(z) )dr

(c) m meson With. the pion pseudovector coupling one has

(814b)

j,j b [G,Gb+F, Fb

Vl ~I"

+m gL ( &a
I

YL lib'&
~

' g [Ir.b —a(L, )]i
L[L2

X ah++ L2 Ga Gb Kab —0' L2 F~Fb „'Rz z r, r' dr'

(815)

where

—L if L) ——L —1
a(L))= L+1 if L, =L+1,

and K b=K +Kb. Here and in the following, I
&

and Lz can only take the values L+1, and

Rr L (r, r )—:Il (z)Kg (z )6(z —z)+Kl (z)II (z )6(z —z ) (816)

The expression for Y' '(r) is obtained from Eq. (815) by interchanging all F and G and replacing a.,b by —a.,b. The
5(r& —rz) piece which arises in pseudovector coupling can be removed by adding

f'.j .'—5X '(r)= g(2 —5q q„) z
+&a' ~T&1 ~~b')[&a~~T&1 ~~b)G, Gb+&a'~~T&r ~~b')F, Fb]„,

(817)f.'j .' —Gb(r)
, , +&a IITgL lib &[&a llTgL, IIb &G.Gb+ &a'IITys. lib'&F. Fb]. .

For completeness, we also give the expression corresponding to the case of pseudoscalar coupling:

X' I(r)=g m j, g(2 —5q q )Gb(r)g&a~~YL~(b')&a'~~YL(ib) f [G,Fb+F, Gb]„IL(z )KI(z )dr',
b L

(818)

while Y' '(r) is deduced by interchanging all F and G.
(d) p meson. The vector part of the p meson gives X(r) and Y(r) which are formally identical to those of the co

meson, except for thc 1sospln factor 5& &, which Is replaced by —6&
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The tensor term in the starting Lagrangian gives rise to two types of contributions. They are proportional to fq and

fqgq, and they are denoted, respectively, by (X ', Y' )) and (X' ', Y' '). Furthermore, it is convenient to separate in
the tensor coupling o""qk contributions coming either from p=0 or from p=(1,2, 3). They are referred to by the super-
scripts 1 and 2.

For X' ' and Y' ' we have
'2

X(T, ()(r) mp g( —5q q )Gb(r)
b

2 2 +mq~l. a YL b l Kab
8~ m r

Kab +0' L2 GaFb —Kab 0-'L2 Fa Gb r RL lL2, r' dr'

(B19)

where K&b =K& —Kb. The quantity Y' " can be obtained by interchanging all F and G and replacing K&b by —Kab. The
X' ' ' term is

2

X' ' '(r)=6 mp, g(2 —5q )Fb(r)
b

gfL) (1.))fr~(Lz)&a'IIT~L, Ilb'& f [&allTgL, Ib&GoGb (a'IITgL, IIb'&F.Fbl.
L+LiL2

X[mqRI L, (r, r') —5(r —r')]dr', (B20)

where we have introduced

(B21)

(B22)

The VT contributions are

Li L 1 L] L 1

0 0 0 1 1 g
The corresponding Y' ' is obtained by replacing the first Fb(r) by Gb(r), (a'I IT&I Ilb') by (a IT&I Ilb ), and chang-

ing the overall sign. To remove the contributions of the 5(r) —r2) term, one has to add
'2

5X' "(r)=— j, g(2 —5 ) z
g(a' IT&i. lib)[(a IT&L lib')G, Fb+(a'I T~L Ib)F, Gb], ,

'2

5Y' '"(r)=— j, g(2 —5q q ) g(aIIT~LI b')[(aIIT&LIIb')G, Fb+(a' ITyLI b &F, Gbl, ,

'2
' '(r)= p' P(2 —5q, qb) 2 P&a'IIT&l.

l
b')[(allT&Lllb)G, Gb —(a'I T&L, Ib')FoFb]

2

j g(2 —5q q ), g&al Tg libL&[(al T~L IIb)G, Gb —(a'IITri IIb')F, Fb], .
3 2M b

" r

X( vT, ))( )

I] L 1

m&~.-'&(2 —5, , )&(—1' )L, ) 0 0 0
b LL1

Gb(r)(a'IITLL Ilb) f [(a IYl. lib)G Gb+(a' Yl Ilb'&F.Fb]„SLL (r, r')dr'

+Fb(r)&a' IYL. lib'& f [&a IITLI. Ilb'&G, Fb+ &a'IITLr.
,

lib�

)F,Gb]„SLL (r', r)dr'

(B23)
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X ~'z (r):V 6 m
' g(2 5q q ) g ( I)+f1.g(L))

X Fb(r)&a'~~TEL, ~~b') I [&allTg1. lib')G Fb —&a'IITgLllb &F.Gb j 'SIL, (r r )d"'

+Gb(r)&a' T&c. ((b ) I [&a (TgL, )b &G Gb —&a IIT~L, (b')FoFb], SLL (r', r)dr'

(B24)

where

SLL (r, r') =IL (z)XI (z')0(z' —z) IL(z')—Kl (z)0(z —z') .

(B25)

The expression for Y' ' can be obtained from X'
by «p»cing Gt (r)&a'IITll.

, lib& and Fb(r)&a'III'1. Ib')
by Ft(")&allTLL, Ib'& and Gb(r)&a II'L, lib) respectively.
In X' ' ' the replacement of Fb(r) &a'~

~ T&L b')
Gb«)&a'llTgLllb & by Gb(r)&al TgL, lib &

Fb(r)&a
~ T&L~ b'), respectively, and an overall change of

sign leads to Y'

G, (r)X, (r) F, (r)X, (r)
X, (r) =

z z G, (r) + z z F, (r)
G, (r)+F, (r) G, (r)+F, (r)

P, (r)G, (—r)+Q, (r)F, (r), (C I)

consistently. The major complication is due to the Fock
contributions which give rise to the integral terms, i.e., the
HF potentials are fully nonlocal and state dependent. It is
advantageous, in practice, to rewrite the HF equations in
a completely equivalent form of a set of homogeneous dif-
ferential equations. One possible way of achieving this
goal is to write the inhomogeneous terms as

APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL SOLUTION
OF THE HARTREE-FOCK EQUATIONS

I;(r)=R, (r)G, (r)+S, (r)F, (r), (C2)

The HF equations (60) are a set of coupled integro-
differential equations that has to be solved self-

the definition of R, (r) and S,(r) being similar to that of
P, (r) and Q, (r). The HF equations (60) then become

G, (r)

F, (r)

—XT, (r) P,(r)—
r

M+& +&s, (r) —Xo, (r) Q, (r)—.
GG, r

F, (r) (C3)

The structure of the equations is the same as that en-
countered in the simple Hartree approximation, except
that the potentials are now more complicated. In the
current literature one usually transforms the coupled
first-order equations into a second-order differential equa-
tion for the upper component G, (r). We have preferred
instead to solve Eqs. (C3) directly by a standard fourth-
order Runge-Kutta method. Convergence toward the

self-consistent solution requires generally 20 iterations or
less. Our convergence criterion is that all the E, 's should
change by less than 50 keV over several iterations.

The integrals involved in the expressions of the poten-
tials are evaluated using Simpson's rule. The stability of
the numerical results has been checked by changing the
length of the integration step. We find that a step of 0.10
fm is sufficient for the desired accuracy.
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